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DreamGlas® is a series of custom-made replacement windows that capture 
the distinct textured look of stained glass in an insulating window. Unlike 
most other decorative glass available, DreamGlas® is produced by a unique 

process applied to the surface of the glass.  Most patterns do not require a third pane -  
assuring a more practical and affordable window.

Each pattern is sized and customized for any shape, style and size of window  
including double hung, slider, picture, casement, bay, bow, garden windows and 
patio doors.

A Work of Art...

Choose your color...

The Crystal Arrows pattern allows you 
to decorate your favorite room with the  
elegance of Jewel Cut Glass combined with 
color and brass or zinc caming. Came: Brass. 
Color: Peach. Not available for tempered 
glass (patio doors).

The Crystal Border pattern of Jewel Cut Glass 
with brass or zinc caming, color and texture 
provides depth and dimensionality to your 
home. Came: Zinc. Color: Sapphire Blue. Not 
available for tempered glass (patio doors).

You’re limited only by imagination with the 
Crystal Facets design, made of geometric 
shapes with Jewel Cut Glass, color, clear texture 
and brass or zinc caming. Came: Zinc. Colors:  
Sapphire Blue, Green Pepper. Not available for 
tempered glass (patio doors).

Soft Petals pattern with lead caming and 
color lends a soft touch to any room. Came: 
Lead. Color: Amber. Lead came is applied to 
both surfaces of the exterior pane of glass.  
Not available with Brass or Zinc came. Suitable 
for LeganceTM Patio Doors. 
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NOTE: Printed colors may vary from actual product due to the translucent nature of glass.

Crystal Arrows Crystal Border Crystal Facets Soft Petals



Each DreamGlas® pattern is made by hand. 
The possibilities of color variations, stria-
tions, random seeds (bubbles) and other 
natural effects mimic the look of stained 
glass and are not to be considered flaws. 
They are a natural characteristic of a hand-
made product.

DreamGlas® patterns repeat according to 
glass size. Lead caming is applied to both 
surfaces of the exterior pane of glass out-
side the home. Brass and Zinc caming are 
applied to both surfaces of the interior 
pane of glass inside the home where you 
can touch it. Cut and camed patterns are 
not available with tempered glass.

Ice Border
Elegantly simple, Ice Border combines etched 
glass with caming to enhance and frame your view.  
Especially beautiful on patio doors. Available with 
Brass, Zinc or Lead Came.

Ice Gothic
The Ice Gothic design features an etched border for 
a refined, translucent appearance. The border com-
bined with curved lead caming, creates an effective 
rendition of historic Gothic arches. Available only in 
Lead.  Not available with color.

Sunshine Border
The artistic impact of Sun-
shine Border design reflects 
good taste with its subtle 
silhouette outlined in ac-
cent colors and brass, zinc, 
or lead caming. Came: Brass. 
Color: Pale Yellow. Suitable 
for LeganceTM Patio Doors.

Gentle Blossom
Blending colors and lead caming in a bow window will effectively emphasize 
existing decor. Came: Lead. Colors: Mint, Smoke, Pale Yellow. Not available in 
Brass or Zinc. Suitable for LeganceTM Patio Doors.

Ice Diamonds
Elegantly simple, Ice Border combines etched 
glass with caming to enhance and frame your view.  
Especially beautiful on patio doors. Available with 
Brass, Zinc or Lead Came.
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Jewel Cut Accents

www.thermalindustries.com

Florentine Infinity

Category 1
Center Accent Patterns available 

in Jewel Cut ( JWL) only

Category 2—Border & Full-Lite Patterns Category 4
Full-Lite Circle Sash*

Category 5

Category 3—Circle Sash

Spring Flower Prism

Free SpiritRosevine

Galaxy

Jewel Gothic

Floral Spray

Sunburst* Starburst* Double Prairie

Camelot

Lancelot

Queen’s Arch*

King Arthur

Colonial**

Prairie*

Jewel Cut and Frostline Cut glass create 
a mood and express your unique tastes. 
These DreamGlas® accents create special 
impact on any application including the 
largest window in your home—your patio 
door.

A V-shaped path cut precisely into the glass 
surface, Jewel Cut is available polished or 
unpolished. When polished, the cut path 
is exposed to the inside living surface of 
the window and refracts light into brilliant 
colors. Unpolished designs appear frosted 
or opaque and the jewel cut path remains 
protected between the glass. 

Or, choose from one of our Frostline Cut 
patterns, which are a combination of an un-
polished ground surface flanked on both 
sides with Jewel Cut grooves. The Frostline 
Cut is located on the inside surface be-
tween the glass lites, and is available in se-
lect designs. All of these designs will accent 
and enhance the beauty of your home.

Window & Door 
Center Accents

Window & Door 
Border & Full-Lite  Accents

*All patterns are available in Jewel Cut polished or 
unpolished. Select patterns are available in Frostline 
Cut.

**Colonial and Prairie Patterns available in Jewel Cut 
( JWL), Frostline Cut (FRO) or Cut and Camed. For 
Cut and Camed Colonial or Prairie patterns, select 
Brass or Zinc Came.


